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Final Report of the Sub-Committee on Existing Program Review
Submitted to the Undergraduate Education Advisory Committee

Existing Program Review: A systematic analysis of the strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities, and threats confronting academic programs, typically with the following
attributes:
Program reviews are both prospective and retrospective.
Examination of three to five years of historical evidence should be used to
measure the effectiveness and viability of a program.
Conclude with a prospective view of the nature of the program in five years.
Program review should be summative and formative.
The combination of summative and formative evidence should reflect :
o the efficacy and effectiveness of the program; and
o the short-term and long-term benefits of the program to the institution and
to the community.
Rationale
The State of Texas and the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board (THECB)
have an interest in making sure state dollars are spent efficiently, and that programs are as
cost effective as possible, not just for the institution, but also for the state. Programs
should not be unnecessarily duplicative; they should have sufficient enrollments to
support themselves in whole or in part; and they should have sufficient graduates or
completers, with graduation/completion resulting in either employment or entrance to
additional degree programs.
The Commission on Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools
(SACS/COC) wants to ensure that institutions as a whole have the resources to operate,
that they operate effectively, and more importantly, that they impart knowledge and skills
effectively. While the goals of the two entities are somewhat different, the kinds of
documentation required to “prove the case” in either instance is similar.
The Southern Association of Colleges and Schools/ Commission on Colleges require
institutions to:
“(identify) expected outcomes, assess the extent to which it achieves these
outcomes, and provides evidence of improvement based on analysis of the results
in each of the following areas:
3.3.1.1 educational programs, to include student learning outcomes”
This is the basis for including degree program review in reaffirmation of accreditation
documentation. One of the most important requirements of SACS/COC is the assessment
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and evaluation of student learning outcomes (SLOs). These address the core of the
mission of a program -- what is being taught, and how well are students learning it.
Student learning outcomes can range from very broad general education outcomes, such
as critical thinking skills, to fairly narrow outcomes, such as the current Supreme Court
interpretation of the equal protection clause of the 14th Amendment.
The development of appropriate student learning outcomes is the responsibility of
specific programs. The assessment and evaluation of those outcomes is the responsibility
of those same programs. The SACS/COC requires that institutions report the outcomes
and the assessment and evaluation of those outcomes for programs; the accreditor allows
each institution to determine the form and nature of those assessments. This committee
urges that this same spirit be maintained by the State of Texas, especially by not requiring
a common assessment. The assessments and evaluations reported to SACS/COC could
also be reported to/made available to the THECB.
Recommendations
In the recently approved report, Designing Texas Undergraduate Education in the
21st Century, the Undergraduate Education Advisory Committee offered this
recommendation: Establish a system of program review for existing undergraduate
programs by the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board with common criteria for
baccalaureate and associate degrees. The sub-committee on existing program review
proposes the following as means of implementing this recommendation. The
recommendations include items for action by both the THECB and institutions of higher
education (IHE).
Recommendations for Action by the THECB:
The primary concern of both the THECB and IHE is the quality of education.
Both have a fiduciary responsibility to the taxpayers. The legislature, the THECB and
IHEs could benefit from more complete information regarding the best means of
balancing the need for providing a quality education with the efficient use of state funds.
RECOMMENDATION 1: The THECB should provide information and resources to
institutions regarding best practices in program review.
This could be accomplished through such things as a clearing house for
assessment and evaluation, on-site visits, etc.
RECOMMENDATION 2: The THECB should provide definitions and guidance to
institutions to identify at-risk programs.
A definition of at-risk could include such elements as low graduation and
completion rates, transfer rates, licensure pass rates, and placement of completers,
including employment and/or graduate school admissions. Institutions should have the
opportunity to make their case based on any relevant factor, such as “service” to the
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institution. At-risk programs could be placed on probation with final decisions made at
the end of that period.
RECOMMENDATION 3: The THECB should utilize existing program review as part of
the process to approve new programs, as appropriate.
Recommendations for the Use of Data and Information:
RECOMMENDATION 4: For each program, the THECB should adapt measures from
the Accountability System applicable at the program level. While the THECB should
identify certain measures applicable to all institutions, individual institutions would be
allowed to identify additional measures relevant to their particular missions.
RECOMMENDATION 5: The THECB should require institutions to engage in internal
review which may be documented with materials provided to SACS/COC, VSA,
program/departmental accreditation, etc.
Elements of the program review should include structure, participation, and process. i.e.:
Structure
Institutional Mission Statement
Program Outcomes – Evaluated relative to institutional mission
Curricular Elements – Evaluated relative to program outcomes to
particular courses comprising the program
Course Content – Evaluated relative to responsibility for particular
elements of the curriculum and designated learning outcomes
Learning outcomes
Program and course content and learning outcomes evaluated with regard
to currency of the curriculum and potential revisions to the curriculum
Program viability
Participation
Faculty
o Program
o Institution (outside department)
o Discipline (outside institution)
Students
Employers/Community (as appropriate)
Staff
Administration
Alumni
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Process
Self-Study Design
o Role of Various Participants
o Activities to be Completed
o Steps to be Followed
Summative/Formative Components
o Measurement Model/s
o Decision Making Process
o Outcomes
o Use of outcomes to improve program
Recommendations Regarding the Review Process:
RECOMMENDATION 6: Require all public institutions of higher education to
adopt a schedule coinciding with the SACS/COC reaffirmation cycle, typically on
a five year rotation, for academic program review, and submit a report
summarizing the schedule for reviews to the Coordinating Board on a date
specified by the Board staff.
RECOMMENDATION 7: Require all institutions to send annual summaries of
completed academic program reviews to the THECB.
Recommendations for Action by Institutions:
RECOMMENDATION 8: Institutions should ensure the balance between quality
education and the efficient use of state funds institutions by:
identifying the strengths and weaknesses of viable programs to maintain
and improve quality; and
identifying programs warranting further investment, and programs that
should be combined with others or eliminated.
RECOMMENDATION 9: When using data in the conduct of internal review
programs, institutions should include measures and analyses relevant to statewide
objectives such as increasing STEM enrollment, or Closing the Gaps goals.
RECOMMENDATION 10: Institutions should address the items identified in
recommendations for action by the THECB under “Structure”, “Participation”, and
“Process.”
RECOMMENDATION 11: Institutions should make available to THECB upon
request: program-level self study, institutional committee and administrative reviews,
recommendations for improvement, follow-up plan and results.
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